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Dear Reader:

You’ve probably heard stories about famous writers and their obsessions. Pages filled 
with purple ink. Typewriters with the perfect clack. Rising early. Staying up late. Some 
writers devote every waking moment to their profession, fueling themselves with coffee, 
nicotine, or other stimulants, all in the service of the written word. But what do you 
know of the people who usher those carefully crafted words into print?

Some editors dream about characters in the books they are editing. Other wordsmiths 
shriek with joy when they untangle a convoluted sentence. There are designers who 
spend weeks on a cover, only to scrap the entire thing and start again when it doesn’t look 
quite right.

We publish Slice twice a year so that we have plenty of time to indulge our collective 
obsession for poetry and prose. And we work tirelessly to ensure our passion is 
contagious. This issue of Slice was designed to interfere with your day. We want you to 
miss your subway stop because you were too busy turning the pages. We’re hoping you’ll 
hide your copy under a stack of papers at work so that, when no one is looking, you can 
sneak in a few more lines. What’s that? You’re not paying attention to this letter, because 
you’re too eager to skip to the first story? Grand.

Cheers,

Celia Blue Johnson & Maria Gagliano
Co-publishers
Slice magazine
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An InTErvIEw wITh 

celiA blue JohnSon

ErIk
LArSOn

When Erik Larson researched late nineteenth century Chicago for The Devil in the White 
City, one of his most useful tools was a magnifying glass. Through its lens he pored over 
old photographs, picking up details that would enrich his portrait of the city. Those 
observations became a series of verbal pixels that do more than simply describe; they 
transport. That kind of focus might be called obsession, a trait that permeates Larson’s 
life, whether he is perfecting a tennis serve or digging through library archives. 

Larson has written four nonfiction books. His most recent is In the Garden of Beasts: 
Love, Terror, and an American Family in Hitler’s Berlin. It’s no surprise that each one of 
Larson’s books hit the New York Times bestseller list. Under his pen, real events become 
more compelling than the most inventive fiction. I spoke with Larson about a variety of 
obsessions, breaking the rules of nonfiction, and his childhood in Brooklyn.
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The theme for this issue is obsession. We thought of you 
immediately, because reading your work is an entirely 
addictive process. it is impossible not to obsess over 
what might happen next. are there any books that you’ve 
found particularly addictive? any that you’ve read over 
and over again?

Ah, addictive books! For me, tops on the list is The 
Maltese Falcon, by Dashiell Hammett. I think I’ve 

probably read it a dozen times. Next come the collected 
short stories of Ernest Hemingway—“Hills Like White 
Elephants” being one of my favorites, a model for the art of 
“not saying,” so central to good writing. I’ve also reread 
Barbara Tuchman’s The Guns of August several times; ditto 
for Tolstoy’s War and Peace.  

 What is one of your biggest obsessions?

Ha! Tennis, hands down. I’m an addict. I play five 
times a week, sometimes more. If I play badly, it 

ruins my day. I get very moody.

you were born in Brooklyn, which is the location of Slice’s 
headquarters. do you have any memories of your childhood 
years here?

Yes. One very distinct memory: I was playing on 
the stairs of my apartment building with a friend. I 

was only a toddler. But I remember I was playing with a small 
metal airplane, a favorite toy of mine—a cast-iron airplane, 
which hindsight tells me was modeled on the twin-engine 
Cessna aircraft used in Sky King. My so-called friend wanted 
to play with it too, and when I denied him that delight, he bit 
me on the leg. Hard. What I see in my mind’s eye is the 
stairwell, blurred by tears. 

What were your favorite books as a child?

I read all the Nancy Drew books and had a huge 
crush on Ms. Drew (Nancy Sinatra, too, but that’s a 

different story). I did not read the Hardy Boys books. I read a 
lot of the Tom Swift sci-fi series and devoured the mysteries 
of Agatha Christie and the spy stories of Helen MacInnes, 

photoGraph by benjamIn benschneIder
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Like many working writers, I keep a handful of 
Google Alerts. I’m not proud of this, but I have to say I’m 
not particularly embarrassed by it either. I have one for 
each of my books, one for the small arts annual I co-edit, 
and one for my own name. Unlike the ones for the books 
and the magazine, none of which are written about with 
anything like regularity, a digest email containing twenty-
four hours’ worth of Justin Taylor news from around the 
web appears in my in-box every morning without fail. 
Justin Taylor is the mayor of Carbondale, Pennsylvania. 
Justin Taylors are not infrequently arrested for small 
crimes in small towns around the country. Justin Taylor is 
an Australian folk singer. Justin Taylor is a painter. Justin 
Taylor was, for a while, a forty-something male escort with 
a chiseled body and many tribal tattoos. I don’t know what 
became of him, but his website is gone. Justin Taylor is a 
fictional character on the television drama Queer as Folk: 
a twink-spectrum blond whose relationship with another 
character, Brian Kinney, has launched a thousand slash fic-
tions, at least one of which is set in a near-future science-
fiction universe in which Justin is a homeless teenage 
hustler with a heart of gold and Brian is the cop who takes 
him in. I have no idea how closely this tracks with the plot 
of the actual show. Mostly, I do what I guess most anyone 

with a Google Alert for his own name does—scan the 
headlines, go, “Hmm, that’s not about me,” and move on.

But there was one Justin Taylor who, for a long time, 
consistently piqued my interest. His bio reads, “Follower 
of Christ. Husband of one, father of three. Elder at New 
Covenant Bible Church. VP of Editorial at Crossway,” a 
Christian publishing house. He lives in Illinois and is against 
more or less everything I’m for—and vice versa, no doubt.

To explain how this Justin Taylor came to outshine 
the others, I need to tell you a little bit about myself. I am 
fitfully, intermittently, and probably at the end of the day, 
unseriously religious. And yet the questions, concerns, 
rhetoric, motifs, symbols, and systems of religion interest 
me enormously, and they always have. Sometimes these 
concerns feel purely intellectual, but at other times they 
have the tenor, content, and force of genuine spiritual in-
quiry or crisis. I was raised culturally Jewish but effectively 
atheist, f lirted with all the usual Eastern things, perhaps 
at a slightly earlier age than some, and then for a period of 
eight or ten years—beginning midway through college and 
culminating during the period in which I wrote my first 
novel—became so deeply preoccupied with Christianity 
that I thought I might become a Christian, or perhaps that 
I already was one. 

what’s in 
a name?

JuSTin TAylor
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It was during the latter stages of writing the novel that 
the other Justin Taylor became a regular and prominent 
presence in my thinking—or, really, in my fantasies, since I 
knew fairly little about the man himself. If I looked to see 
how my own books were charting on Amazon, I would see 
several of his listed there as well, including The Supremacy of 
Christ in a Postmodern World, Overcoming Sin and Temptation, 
Suffering and the Sovereignty of God, Sex and the Supremacy of 
Christ, and last but hardly least, A God Entranced Vision of All 
Things, a book about Jonathan Edwards. I liked that title—
which is itself Edwards’s words and not Taylor’s—so much 
that I wrote it into my novel, The Gospel of Anarchy, a book 
that attempts to see the two great antiauthoritarian traditions 
of Christianity and anarchism as not just reconcilable but 
functionally indistinct. 

Sometimes when I was writing I would imagine the day 
when that Justin Taylor had the opportunity to read this 
Justin Taylor’s novel. I imagined how he’d react to it, which 
is another way of saying I felt certain he’d want to read it. 
He’d find it blasphemous, of course, and probably find no 

small cause to challenge it on theological grounds, but I 
also thought he might respect the rigor I’d brought to my 
depiction of the inward struggle for faith, to gain it and to 
maintain it, to live as if the things you professed to believe 
were really true. This, to me, was the most important part of 
my book to get right because I regard it as the most essential 
and most alien part of the religious experience—if I under-
stood it, in myself or in the world, I would never have sat 
down to write a book about it. I imagined that Justin Taylor 
would be impressed with my reading of Kierkegaard, though 
ultimately of course he must reject what I see as Kierkegaard’s 
gnostic turn in books like Training in Christianity and Purity 
of Heart Is to Will One Thing, where the call to radical alone-
ness with God becomes a more properly Emersonian or 
Whitmanian inward-turning. Or maybe he’d agree with my 
reading of Kierkegaard but reject Kierkegaard’s conception 
of Christianity itself, which—Emersonian but not hopeful or 
optimistic, Whitmanian in scale but absent a corresponding 
sense of scope—is essentially proto-Kafkan: something both 
essential and impossible.

IllustratIon by erIc WhIte
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ZULU  
Love storY

emily bASS

1.	
On Cato Road in Durban, South Africa, in July 2000, 
we slept in two twin beds pushed together. Every night, 
Lerato threw a leg over me. She pushed a hand underneath 
her blanket and slid it over to where my arm was folded 
under my body. The movements were constant and 
infinitesimal. Time collapsed, the night measured by the 
unceasing movement of the hand, the pressure of the leg. 

“Lerato,” I said. “I feel like a country you are trying to 
take over.” 

“No,” she insisted. “It’s not that.” 
I sat down at the small table in the office room and 

pretended to write an article. I penciled in the number of 
days until I was scheduled to leave. Lerato came and lay on 
the f loor beside me. She was a large woman, full of curves 
and strength. It didn’t seem right for her to be on the f loor. 
I stopped writing and lay down on the f loor beside her. 

She said, “I know you love me because I know what you 
are going to do every time.”

Lerato’s profession was to be a person with HIV. My 
profession was to write about HIV. Both of our livelihoods 
were dependent on a virus. Neither of us was capable of 

remembering (or was it predicting) what we would have 
done otherwise. 

The previous spring, I’d been laid off from HIV Plus 
magazine. My severance was a small check and a nonre-
fundable ticket to the International AIDS Conference in 
Durban that July.

I’d met Lerato at the AIDS conference at a special 
gathering for “HIV-positive women and their allies.” I was 
an ally. Lerato had worn a fedora, a starched T-shirt, men’s 
trousers with a knife-edge pleat. Shoulder-length corn-
rows, big hips, a brazen gap between her two front teeth. 
She slanted a smile at me. 

“You can call me Chief.” 
Lerato was affiliated with the National Association of 

People Living with HIV/AIDS. NAPWA members con-
ducted support groups, staffed booths at health fairs, spoke 
to rooms of sober-faced mining company executives, forks 
stilled beside their lunch plates, about how to make their 
workplaces better for their men before every last one died 
of HIV. Lunches like snuff films: Lerato lectured about 
the virus to men slack-jawed at her beauty and vitality be-
cause they knew that in their country, with no treatment, 
she was sure to die. They were seeing it happen before the 
coffee was even poured. 

IllustratIon by joão ruas
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Most days on Cato Road there was nothing to do. 
“Take me to the movies,” I would ask her. We waited 

for the bus that leaped to the stop pounding kwaito music 
and wearing a skin of lurid reggae photographs. We took 
the bus to the taxi park, a covered lot filled with vans and 
ringed with vendors’ tables piled with yogurt bags, yo-yos, 
plastic water bottles, bootleg tapes, and muti: talismans 
of the occult used by sacred healers. I clung to Lerato. In 
South Africa, one woman was raped every thirty seconds. 
Home invasions, carjackings, random acts of violent crime. 
I was the only white person at the taxi park. I thought 
everybody cared. 

Outside, Lerato’s movements gained the swagger they’d 
had when we met. She wasn’t just a woman whose body 
was a shoal of want. She could walk away at any moment 
and leave me amid tables piled with animal bones. This is 
what settled the violence in the taut muscles at the back 
of my neck and shoulders when Lerato laid her arm across 
me for the night. She was the only person in the world who 
could keep me alive.

2.	
I went to Durban knowing how Lerato felt. She had de-
clared herself to me the week we met. “There’s a woman I 
have been watching,” she whispered. “I have been watch-
ing the soles of her feet, to see the way she walks.” I had 
thought she was confiding in me about another South 
African AIDS activist, one of her comrades-in-arms. I had 
encouraged her confidences. I was twenty-seven, in Africa 
for the first time. And here I was, I thought with a shiver 
of pride, making an authentic connection with a South 
African AIDS activist. 

We’d come—thousands of North Americans with good 
politics—to the first International AIDS Conference to 
be held in an African country. We’d calculated how many 
months of the Holiday Inn chambermaids’ wages our din-
ners could pay. We knew the country’s AIDS statistics. We 
longed to be in solidarity. 

Then Lerato told me that I was the woman. She had 
known she was a lesbian for some time, but “I have never 
felt this way about a person before,” she said. I did not 

believe her. We hadn’t spent any time alone together at all. 
We had been at a few activist meetings in crowded rooms, 
one or two of the same group dinners on the Durban 
boardwalk where Uzi-toting security guards turned their 
backs to the sand and the smell of braai. 

There was no way I could have been known, let alone 
loved, in such a handful of encounters. There was some-
thing capricious about her choice, I thought. Also misin-
formed. If she had gotten to know me, I would not have 
been worthy of her affections. 

“I’m sorry,” I said, and I left for a reporting trip through 
Lesotho, Mozambique, and Uganda. 

When I started on the trip, I had one or two assign-
ments but not enough to justify all the ground I would be 
covering. I told myself that I would find the stories as I 
went. I was looking for evidence of hope, small signs of 
resilience. The drugs that treated HIV effectively were 
having Lazarus effects in the Western world, but those 
drugs didn’t exist in Africa. Poor people were priced out of 
the treatment that quelled the virus in the blood. 

I could not accomplish my goal. To ask, “How are you 
coping without the drugs?” was to suggest that there was 
an acceptable answer. I didn’t think there was. Lerato and 
her colleagues peddled “positive living” and red ribbons 
made from ruby beads strung stiff on dental f loss. They 
said they would not die silently or in shame. But without 
the drugs, everyone died—usually quickly, often in 
terrible pain. 

Until I ran out, I left behind copies of the HIV maga-
zine I’d worked on. I f lipped it to the centerfold, a table 
of pills that I had edited and learned by heart over the last 
three years: brand names and generic names, dosages, side 
effects. There were photographs of the pills: AZT with its 
crisp nautical-blue-and-white capsules; Sustiva, generic 
name efavirenz, was pumpkin colored. It shone like gold. 

“These exist,” I said to the people I’d just interviewed. 
“You need to demand them.” I pushed posters into the 
hands of nurses who had just f lipped open legal ledgers 
of their clients’ records, run their fingers down a middle 
column, alongside names or identifying numbers: HIV test 
results—positive, positive, positive. 

I loved, beyond reason, the idea of a pill that calmed 
the blood. 
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Myla Goldberg has a way about her. Not everyone can inspire a famous rock star they 
don’t even know to write a song about them. Not everyone can transport themselves back 
to the mind of an eleven-year-old. And most of us certainly can’t sit our butts down for six 
to eight hours straight, distractions be damned, and just write. That certain something is 
evident in her novels—from Bee Season, which inspired the Decemberists’ Song for Myla 
Goldberg, to her latest novel, The False Friend, in which she vividly relives life among 
adolescent girls.

I caught up with Myla just as she arrived in Charlotte, North Carolina, to begin 
teaching a stint of MFA workshops. We talked about obsession, growing up, and her 
desire to give Edgar Allan Poe a good glass of orange juice. 

An InTErvIEw wITh 

mAriA gAgliAno

MYLA 
GOLDBErG
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The theme for this issue is 
obsession, so i thought i’d start by 
asking you if there’s anything you’re 
currently obsessed with, whether it’s 
writing related or otherwise.

I think any writer is 
always obsessed with 

writing, or we wouldn’t be writers, 
but specifically right now I’ve been 
thinking a whole lot about ambition, 
and how its presence or its absence 
shapes the course of someone’s life. 
Who has ambition and who doesn’t, 
and why, and whether it’s possible to 
gain ambition if you didn’t have it 
before, or lose ambition if you had it 
once a long time ago. And what effect 
does the presence or absence of 
ambition have on our personal ideas 
of success or failure, or happiness and 
unhappiness. That’s my big thing 
lately.

That’s a lot to think about. have you 
come to any conclusions? 

No. I’m in the very, very, 
very early stages of a new 

book, and that’s one of the major 
questions that’s fueling the book.

i actually wanted to ask what you’re 
writing these days. Can you tell us 
more about it?

That’s the most I can 
say—it’s so early on. The 

analogy I give is, when someone is 
pregnant and they’re, let’s say, three 
months along, and people ask, “Oh, 
how’s the pregnancy going?” You 
can’t just rip the fetus out and hold it 

photoGraph by jason lIttle
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Say that love is a love that cannot die. 
So that if it does it is not a matter neither
created nor destroyed and isn’t love. 
Or was it? So that to have loved and lost
 
is never to have loved at all: Can love 
never die with impunity? Is suicide
love’s only way out? Say love is molecular, 
pheromones, phoneme, idea: Can’t it have two

or more sides? What if the loved object dies 
and the love is without object, then what
is the object of love? Or if the object lives— 
I know, I know, I know but let’s just say—

but the love takes another subject to love.
Can love not translate, multiply, commute?
Can love never be pluperfect nor plural,
would you have it be censored, suppressed?

Say love was a love that died.
Say love never loved, did what it pleased,
made its own choices, got a cat. Or that 
a love unloved was nevertheless itself

a love, and could. If it wanted. 
Say love is a love defined by love itself,
loves itself, knows nothing 
but itself, is always one

and the same: Is love a mirror, a point,
spiral, sphere, a line? What? So say love
could wait for us to die
to die. Or could wait forever to love

its true love, who’s waiting, so that in waiting 
to love it’s still a love, although 
true, unloved, and so perhaps is dead,
unless that isn’t love. 

The	Equivocator
Alice b. Fogel

IllustratIon by WInston chmIelInskI
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From: cnarrows@sphere.com
Sent: Tuesday, September 12, 2006 4:16 PM
To: Askew, Edward
Subject: Meeting Request

Dear Mr. Askew,
My husband Gregory and I recently read about your real 
estate practice in the Borough Observatory, and we think 
you would be a good fit for us. We’ve found ourselves in the 
unfortunate situation of needing to search for an apartment 
prematurely. We live in a row home here in Everly Gardens 
and want to stay in the area. 

When we rented from our landlady a year and a half ago, 
she led us to believe many things about her building and the 
apartment that are false—the most significant of which has 
put my health at risk. Actually, it’s not just my health; you 
could say that she has created chaos in our lives. I’ll spare you 
the details for now, as they exhaust me. We have tried to make 
our living situation work for a long time. (We even renewed 
our lease when things were momentarily looking up.) Now, 
the landlady has finally agreed to let us out of our lease with 
thirty days’ notice, and contacting you, I hope, will be the 
answer to our many-months-long search for a suitable and 
affordable living space. I hope it will be the final action we 
have to take in order to change our distressing situation.

We would like to meet with you at your earliest conve-
nience. From the sound of it, you don’t take many new clients 
without recommendations. But I am hoping you might find 
room for us in your busy schedule despite our lack of referrals. 

Thank you for your time. I look forward to hearing from 
you.

Sincerely,

Cecelia Narrows

P.S. I read in the article that you prefer to converse by 
email, which suits me just fine. (I’ve never been a fan of tel-
ephonic communication anyway.)

From: Edward_Askew@LastExitRealty.com 
Sent: Tuesday, September 12, 2006 5:47 PM
To: Narrows, Cecelia
Subject: RE: Meeting Request

Dear Ms. Narrows:
You won’t need a referral for my services, although you are 
correct that I am not seeking unsolicited business. The 
Borough Observatory is correct: I am Everly Gardens’s preemi-
nent broker for rentals and am therefore very busy. In addition 

the 
UnraveLing

A. n. deverS
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to my regular client list, I have their friends, and their friends’ 
friends, and on and on. I only take on a few “walk-ins” a year. 
Consider yourselves lucky. 

You might wonder why I chose you if my time is so 
limited. First, I appreciate that you took the time to read the 
Observatory’s article about me and felt compelled to email. 
Secondly, I am keen on finding apartments for people who 
have been previously mismatched with a living space. That, 
from the sound of it, is your current situation. The misery of 
ill-fitting apartments and landlords is the fault of unquali-
fied, ignorant brokers who don’t know their neighborhood 
or its people. My job, as I see it, is to provide excellent land-
lords with excellent tenants: I match people with people. 
Quality with quality. Even peculiarities with peculiarities. To 
preserve the neighborly character of Everly Gardens, I have 
taken on the role of its vigilant protector. If all brokers were 
as attentive, there would be less misery in the world.

I must warn you, though, that some people find my 
style (how shall I put it?) both untraditional and intrusive. 
Untraditional, I will admit to being. But those who find me 
intrusive misunderstand my comprehensive methodology. 
Some people are not open to candor, even if it comes paired 
with “a canny instinct.” And such people are not the clients I 
am looking for. But since you’ve read the article, I assume you 
understand my approach is different.

I was quite pleased with the quality of that article, by the 
way—overdue as the recognition was. But I am somewhat 
surprised that you hadn’t heard of me before. I assure you, 
I would have saved you precious time and energy in your 
previous apartment searches. Something the article did not 
mention is that I do not set up personal meetings or show 
apartments myself. I let the process unfold a bit more organi-
cally. I ask my clients to stay mute about the process, as it 
tends to provoke unfounded speculations. 

After you describe your rental needs more fully, and when 
I have an availability that I think fits you (like a sweater, I 
often say), I will send you a description of the apartment, 
and you will decide if you want to see it. If so, we will make 
arrangements for you to have keys or an appointment with the 
landlord.

There are two requirements I make of all my clients. 
(These are the untidy aspects of business.) One, the bro-
ker’s fee: mine is 13.75 percent. Yes, it is expensive, but it’s 

nonnegotiable. Two, you must agree to see no other broker 
and no other apartments—this disturbs the process.

If this is satisfactory to you, please let me know imme-
diately what you hope to find in your new apartment. And 
please communicate these terms clearly to your husband. It is 
always aggravating to find midway through what I call “the 
unraveling” that one person never agreed to my provisos. 

Your humble shepherd,

Edward Askew

From: cnarrows@sphere.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 13, 2006 10:46 AM
To: Askew, Edward
Subject: Dream Apartment

Good morning, Mr. Askew. Thanks so much for your quick 
response. I’m so relieved! I spoke with Gregory, and we agree 
to your terms. Having surveyed the rental climate in the bor-
ough for some time, we really feel you are our best resource. 
The prices are soaring, aren’t they? While reading the article, I 
was struck by the fact that your landlords agree to offer apart-
ments at below market value, simply because they know you’ll 
deliver tenants who match their needs. 

I am surprised that you prefer not to meet us, since you are 
considered such a careful screener: the “finder of good people,” 
as the reporter put it. Yet you choose not to meet them? But if 
it works. When in Rome!

Gregory and I are looking for a true one-bedroom. Not 
a junior one-bedroom, an L-shaped studio, or the like. I 
work from home, so having a small workspace, be it a nook, 
a corner, an extra-deep closet, or (in my dreams) a true office, 
is a necessity for me. Also, we need a nonsmoking apartment. 
The previous tenants must not have been smokers—the smell 
permeates. And the neighboring tenants must not smoke, or 
we must be shown that the apartment’s ventilation system isn’t 
affected. If we move into a brownstone or a townhouse (which 
we would prefer), then it has to be entirely nonsmoking. If it’s 
an apartment building, then it shouldn’t be situated above a 
bar or restaurant. Smoking triggers my asthma. Our current 
landlady knew this, but nevertheless chose to lie to us about 
her own habit.

the unr avelInG  
A. n. devers
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there’s  
a hoLe in the 
oCean FLoor

mAi nArdone

Mom’s got that look: it says she must be married 
to the only vegetarian aquanaut. She chomps down on her 
pear like it’s a drumstick. I check the humidity gauge to see 
if the air has gotten thicker. 85 percent. The paint on our 
arched ceiling stretches down in rubbery nubs, a film of wa-
ter clings to the walls, and now Mom’s fingers are dripping 
juice over the metal dining table. I’m being inundated. 

Anyway, the crunch crunch is my cue so I collect Shark-
Man and head for the heel hatch. Genghis, our tabby, 
trolls across the f loor on heavy feet and I kick him for good 
measure. He hisses and leaps onto Mom. Ducking into 
the hatch, I give Mom a guilty look but her eyes are oc-
cupied with the mantelpiece where a ring box waits like an 
unopened invitation.

Down in the bilge, I sit on the washing machine and 
listen to its wum wum, feeling like the ocean is rocking 
me the way it does our submarine on those occasions when 
Dad steers us past a jetting geyser. Dad’s on a mission to 
find the ocean f loor. Only we haven’t been by the rock 

and mud for a month now—it’s all been Dive! Dive! Dive! 
That’s how Dad says it anyway, like we’re in World War II 
dodging German torpedoes. But the U-boats never made it 
this deep. The viewport has been black for weeks. I try to 
play but Shark-Man is in a mood today. I open the washer’s 
lid and toss him in for a swim.

« . »

Back when our submarine was still spanking white 
and not leaking moldy smells at the hatch-seams, I used to 
go down to the docks and scrub the hull raw with Dad on 
the weekends when he’d pull into port for some R&R. 

Mom laughed. “Who are you warring that you need 
R&R?” By the way she kissed him—with a popping fish 
mouth—I knew this was a joke. 

“I’m married to a migrant bird,” Mom used to tell 
her friends. “But this one keeps me distracted,” she’d say, 
reaching over to make a pineapple out of my hair. That 

IllustratIon by ben blatt
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was until Dad started diving longer, duking it out with the 
deep swimmers for weeks at a time. Then Mom wandered 
too, left me at the Johnson’s on Saturday nights with 
Shark-Man and my pistol.

“Who’re you supposed to be?” Tom Johnson said. 
“Who me? Who Me?” I tucked Shark-Man in my belt 

and quick-drew my pistol. “Indiana Jones. Junior.” 
Tom Johnson snorted. “Dude, Indiana Jones didn’t have 

chink eyes.”
I thumped him in the nuts with my pistol and Mom got 

me a babysitter.
When Dad came back the next time Mom didn’t kiss 

him, only pushed me ahead of her to hug his oil-stained 
overalls. We ate a beef and snow pea curry. Dad made an 
anthill of meat on the corner of his plate. He didn’t say “I 
don’t eat meat anymore,” the way he does when Mom tries 
to slip a sliver of some animal into dinner. 

“Hey, gunslinger,” Dad said to me in bed that night, 
after the story about a barmaid who married a dolphin. 
“How would you like to come with me on the next trip?”

“What about Mom?” I asked.
“She’ll come too. It’ll be a family holiday. We need 

some time together.”
“Will I get to steer some?” 
“Sure you will. You can be the Spock to my Captain 

Kirk; the Chewbacca to my Han Solo.” 

“Dad,” I said, “we’re divers, not space explorers.”
“Oh, there’s a universe on the seabed. There’s life below 

the light-line.” 
We set to work sprucing up our submarine home. In 

the mornings, after Mom made us breakfast, we worked in 
the cockpit, me handing Dad tools the way they do in the 
chop shops, only Dad wasn’t face-up on a skateboard and 
I wasn’t a monkey kid juggling the wrenches all wrong. I 
knew my tools. I knew how to run a cockpit. Dad made 
sure of this, said that the first mate had to step up when 
the captain was down-and-out, which at the time I thought 
meant he’d be in the toilets.

“What happens after we open the vents?” Dad asked, 
tapping the face of the lateral control gauge to align the 
needle.

“The ballast tanks f lood.” There are four ballast tanks: 
two outer ones swaddling the whole ship; two inner ones 
that are empty unless we go really deep, where the water 
pressure is a giant. “Density increases and we get negative 
buoyancy.”

“Keep it simple. The ship sinks,” Dad said. “And the 
hydroplanes?”

“Wings angled to point us downward,” I said.
“Like a diving kingfisher.”
“Dad, that’s a bird.”
“So is a penguin. Seen one of them swim? No? Well, 

we will.”
Dad had fixed the bow and stern planes-wheels to the 

quartermaster’s wheel, one stacked behind the next so a 
single person could operate the whole ship from the cap-
tain’s seat. After lunch in the afternoon I’d take to cleaning 
out the old spaces of the submarine, snaking into the vents 
and tubes between the hull and the central chambers, areas 
only I could reach, parts of the ship where the metal pressed 
so tight I felt like air was being squeezed from me, like I 
was drowning. Once I found myself behind the engine and 
burnt my hand on the steam generator—it turned my palm 
into a purple balloon that popped pus. Mom, furious, ran 
my arm under cold water while I kept a solid face.

“My first mate doesn’t cry,” Dad told me. I nodded 
back, thinking that this is what it means to feel buoyant. 

Dad’s on a mission to find the 
ocean floor. Only we haven’t 
been by the rock and mud for a 
month now—it’s all been Dive! 
Dive! Dive! That’s how Dad 
says it anyway, like we’re in 
World War II dodging German 
torpedoes.


